Owner:

Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh
412 Boulevard of Allies
Suite 901
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Project Team:

Summerset Land Development Associates/Summerset Neighborhood Association - Client
LaQuatra Bonci Associates - Landscape Architecture
GAI Consultants - Civil Engineer
Santangelo & Lindsay, Inc. - Electrical Engineer
Looney Ricks Kiss - Architect
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Existing Site Photos

AERIAL IMAGE
VIEW TOWARDS NINE MILE RUN
VIEW TOWARDS SHELBURN LANE
VIEW TOWARDS TRAFFIC CIRCLE
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Existing Conditions

- Existing roadway to remain
- Existing concrete sidewalk to remain
Site Improvements Plan
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Parkview Boulevard

Matchline (see sheet L202)

Stone veneer freestanding wall, see dtls. 1/L501, 3/L506

Stone lawn step, see dtl. 4/L500

Stone veneer freestanding wall, see dtls. 1/L501, 2/L506

Stone veneer pier, see dtl. 2/L501

Landscape Forms Parc Vue Swing Bench - 72," typ., see dtl. 3/L504

Landscape Forms Parc Vue Bench - 72," typ., see dtl. 3/L503

Arbor, typ., see dtls. 1, 2, 3, & 4/L502

Landscape Forms Scarborough Trash Receptacle, typ., see dtl. 1/L504

Landscape Forms Scarborough Bench - 72," typ., see dtl. 2/L503

Landscape Forms Scarborough Bench - 48," typ., see dtl. 1/L503

Limstone fines, typ., see dtl. 3/L500

Stone veneer pier, see dtl. 2/L501

Arbor, see dtls. 1, 2, 3, & 4/L502

Pavilion, see architecture dwgs.

Planting bed, typ.

4" Reinforced concrete paving, typ., see dtl. 1/L500

4" Reinforced exposed aggregate concrete paving, typ., see dtl. 1/L500

Stone veneer freestanding wall, see dtls. 1, 3, 5/010

Stone veneer pier, see dtl. 2/L501

Stone veneer freestanding wall, see dtls. 1, 3, 5/010, 1/060

- Ponding bed, typ.

- Matchline (see sheet L202)
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Landscape Forms Scarborough Trash Receptacle Detail

Landscape Forms Gretchen Picnic Table Detail

Landscape Forms Parc Vue Swing Bench - 72" Detail
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Proposed View Towards Nine Mile Run
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Proposed View Towards Traffic Circle